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Abstract The duration and timing of volcanic activity on Mercury are key indicators of the thermal evolution of the planet and provide a valuable comparative example for other terrestrial bodies. The majority of effusive volcanism on Mercury appears to have occurred early in the planet’s geological history (~4.1–3.55 Ga), but there is also evidence for explosive volcanism. Here we present evidence that explosive volcanism occurred from at least 3.9 Ga until less than a billion years ago and so was substantially more long-lived than large-scale lava plains formation. This indicates that thermal conditions within Mercury have allowed partial melting of silicates through the majority of its geological history and that the overall duration of volcanism on Mercury is similar to that of the Moon despite the different physical structure, geological history, and composition of the two bodies.

1. Introduction

In order to constrain models for the composition, internal structure, and formation history of Mercury, it is necessary to assess the duration of volcanism. Model ages obtained for widespread plains-forming lava flows range from ~4.1 to 3.55 Ga [Denevi et al., 2013; Marchi et al., 2013], but little evidence has been found for lava emplacement after that period. It is possible that minor lava flows were emplaced up to 1 Ga [Prockter et al., 2010; Marchi et al., 2011], but this is currently debated [Chapman et al., 2012].

Previous studies [Heed et al., 2009; Kerber et al., 2011] identified irregular pits on Mercury with surrounding deposits that are brighter and redder than the planetary average. On the basis of the anomalous spectral characteristics and diffuse margins of these deposits, plus the apparently endogenic nature of the pits, these are widely accepted as pyroclastic deposits formed by explosive volcanism [e.g., Grott et al., 2011; Byrne et al., 2013]. This style of volcanism occurs through separation of volatiles from rising magma, so its occurrence challenges formation models for Mercury predicting a volatile-depleted bulk composition [Cameron, 1985; Fegley and Cameron, 1987; Wetherill, 1988; Benz et al., 2007]. Explosive vents within the Caloris basin clearly superpose the effusively emplaced Caloris interior lava plains [Heed et al., 2009; Rothery et al., 2014], and it has been suggested that some explosive volcanism on Mercury in general may have occurred in the Mansurian Period (3.5–1 Ga) [Goudge et al., 2014], which indicates that this type of volcanic activity is a potential indicator of the true duration of volcanic activity.

We use the presence of vents within young, morphologically fresh impact craters and counts of superposed impact craters on pyroclastic deposits to demonstrate a long duration of explosive volcanism on Mercury, extending into the last billion years. We then highlight similarities and differences with the history of volcanic activity on the Moon.

2. Methods

2.1. Identification of Sites of Explosive Volcanism

We have conducted a global survey for explosive volcanism on Mercury by examining images from the Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS) on board NASA’s MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft. We examined all images at a resolution of 180 m/pixel and better taken prior to 17 March 2013, plus version 9 of the global color and monochrome mosaics at 250 m/pixel produced by the MESSENGER team. In order to identify probable pyroclastic deposits, which are bright and red relative to Mercury’s average spectral reflectance [Kerber et al., 2011], we created color composites by placing images taken through the 996, 749, and 433 nm filters of the Wide Angle Camera (WAC) in the red, green, and blue bands, respectively.
This survey led to the identification of 150 locations where the association of irregular pits and relatively bright, red deposits indicates explosive volcanic activity (Figure S1), a considerable advance on the number of such locations previously documented [Kerber et al., 2011; Goudge et al., 2014]. The majority (79%) of these are within impact craters. This provides a means of constraining the maximum age of the volcanism in each case, as these pits must post-date their host crater and any cross-cut intra-crater fills.

2.2. Assessing the Ages of Craters Hosting Explosive Volcanism

Impact craters degrade over time as a result of subsequent impacts and the resulting regolith-forming processes, and hence the degree of degradation of the crater indicates its age [Spudis and Guest, 1988]. This provides an essential tool for assessing the maximum age of pyroclastic deposits that overlie the impact crater. Where a pyroclastic deposit is small and thin (tens of km² and a few m thick), it is a poor candidate for dating by counting superposed impact craters, because it does not obscure underlying older craters and extends over an area smaller than desirable for the counting method at the resolution of the images available. Therefore, establishing the age of an impact crater in which a vent or pyroclastic deposit occurs is the most robust method of determining a maximum age for the volcanic activity.

Where vents and pyroclastic deposits occur within an impact crater or on its proximal ejecta, we have estimated the age of the host crater on the basis of its state of degradation. We use the scheme outlined by Barnouin et al. [2012] for Mercury (following Spudis and Guest [1988]), which assigns a crater a degradation state on the basis of attributes such as the preservation of its ejecta blanket, presence of superposed craters, and modification of its terraces.

2.3. Dating Pyroclastic Deposits

As discussed above, dating small-scale pyroclastic deposits on the basis of superposed impact craters is problematic. However, where deposits are thick and large (hundreds of km² and tens of m thick) it may be possible to determine their age using this method. We identified such deposits at five locations (Table 1) and counted superposed impact craters on the deposits and other surfaces in their vicinity using CraterTools in ArcGIS [Kneissl et al., 2011]. We recorded fractional counts where a crater intersects the counting area boundary to avoid overestimation of large craters straddling that boundary. We compared the crater size-frequency distribution to the established production and chronology function of Neukum et al. [2001] to derive model ages for the formation of these surfaces. We also explored the effect of using a different crater production function to assess the surface age by comparing these model ages with those indicated by the Model Production Function (MPF) of Marchi et al. [2009] at one location.

We excluded craters from the analysis if we judged them to be secondaries on the basis of a chained or clustered arrangement or a non-circular shape. After removal of this fraction of the population, we performed a randomness analysis [Michael et al., 2012] to statistically assess the degree to which the remaining craters are clustered. Because secondary impact craters are not always distinguishable on the basis of clustering, and because of the high proportion of secondary craters on Mercury [Strom et al., 2008], it is probable that we have not been able to exclude all secondaries. These will affect the model ages derived using the two production functions to different degrees. The Neukum Production Function (NPF) is a modification of the lunar production function, taking into account differences in the velocity of impactors and impact rate at Mercury versus the Moon [Neukum et al., 2001]. As the density of secondaries is thought to differ on Mercury and the Moon [Strom et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2014], the NPF may not adequately account for non-obvious secondaries in its model age estimate, and because secondaries are spatially non-random, this may lead to an artificially high or low age estimate. On the other hand, the MPF is constructed by determining the crater

<p>| Table 1. Locations and Crater Retention Model Ages for Pyroclastic Deposits on Mercury |
|-------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------|-----------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Longitude (°E)</th>
<th>Latitude (°N)</th>
<th>Pyroclastic Deposit Ages (Ga)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annular pit (AP2)</td>
<td>-135.5</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>3.9 (+0.0/−0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Rachmaninoff</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>3.7 (+0.0/−0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picasso crater</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4 (+0.1/−0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-03 (within Caloris)</td>
<td>146.2</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Rachmaninoff</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
population expected from the population of impactors at Mercury and then calibrating that to the lunar production function [Marchi et al., 2009]. It does not explicitly include secondaries, so if they are present in the counted population, they will lead to an overestimate of surface age. However, the presence of a large population of secondaries would alter the shape of the crater density plot versus that expected for Mercury. If plots lie along established Mercury isochrons, this is a good indication that secondaries do not dominate the counted population.

We are aware that a pyroclastic deposit, even though sufficiently thick to produce the characteristic “red” surface color, might be too thin to hide the underlying craters. Therefore, where suitable images were available we produced stereo-derived digital elevation models (DEMs) of the pit and deposit using the Ames Stereo Pipeline (ASP) [Moratto et al., 2010]. Where the deposit lies on a surface that may reasonably be expected to have been originally flat, anomalous relief around the pit is potentially attributable to pyroclastic deposition. To calculate the maximum rim height of an older crater that would have been erased by a deposit observed in the DEM, we used Pike’s [1988] equation for bowl-shaped craters on Mercury:

\[ h = 0.052D^{0.930} \]

where \( h \) = deposit thickness and \( D \) = crater diameter. If the maximum crater diameter upon which our model age determinations were based is less than \( D \), it is reasonable to state that the pyroclastic deposit is the surface being dated. Where topography was not available, we tested whether the model ages we derived dated the pyroclastic deposits or the background surface by also dating a surface at a distance from the pit and comparing this with the model age near the pit. If fewer craters per unit area superpose the pyroclastic deposit than the surface remote from the pit, either the pyroclastic deposit is significantly younger or its physical properties led to more rapid degradation of superposed craters.

3. Results

3.1. Evidence for Recent Explosive Volcanism

In the supporting information, we catalogue and illustrate the global distribution of all 150 groups of volcanic pits with associated bright, red deposits that we have identified on Mercury (Table S1 and Figure S1). Of the 118 that occur within impact craters, the majority are within moderately degraded craters dating to the Calorian Period (3.9–3.5 Ga), but 28 are in only slightly degraded craters dating to the Mansurian Period (3.5–1 Ga) and four are in very fresh craters with bright ejecta that date to the late Mansurian (<1.7 Ga) or Kuiperian (<1 Ga) Period (using the criteria of Spudis and Guest [1988]). The age of the host crater provides a maximum age for the pyroclastic activity in each instance. Here we present two examples that provide the clearest evidence of recent (i.e., late Mansurian to Kuiperian) explosive volcanism on Mercury.

The first example is within a 21 km diameter crater at 67.9° W, 8.4° N (Figure 1). Explosive volcanic activity at this location is evident in the form of a large pit cutting the northern rim of the impact crater (white arrow, Figure 1b), as well as a relatively red deposit that is bright to a radius of 19 km around the largest pit, and fainter to a radius of 26 km. The deposit is centered on the pit, not on the crater, from which we conclude that it was sourced from the pit rather than exhumed during formation of the impact crater. The crisp rim and undegraded ejecta blanket show that the host crater is relatively young and probably formed in the late Mansurian. Though its floor is superposed by numerous small impact craters, which would usually indicate a long duration of exposure, the color image (Figure 1a) reveals that these are part of a bright ray of secondary craters from the Hokusai impact to the northeast. The host crater therefore predates Hokusai, which is of Kuiperian age on the basis of its well-preserved bright rays [Spudis and Guest, 1988]. The size and density of impact craters superposed on those parts of the ejecta blanket that appear relatively unaffected by Hokusai secondaries are low, supporting a young age (Figure 1c). Because of the small sampling area and uncertainties introduced by the higher proportion of secondaries at small crater diameters, we are cautious about ascribing an age to this impact crater on the basis of crater counting. However, the model age arrived at using the NPF, 1.7 Ga ± 0.3 (Figure 1d), is consistent with the fresh morphology of the crater.

In the second example, the pit cuts the wall terraces within Kuniyoshi, a 26 km diameter crater at 37.4° W, 57.8° S (Figure 2). This crater’s peak and walls have a crisp appearance, and its ejecta blanket is undegraded and has a high albedo. Such a fresh morphology characterizes Kuiperian-aged (<1 Ga) impact craters. Another important characteristic of Kuiperian-aged craters is the presence of rays. It is unclear whether
these are present, but bright material surrounds the crater and there is a suggestion of alignments radial to the crater within this (Figure 2a). A slightly smaller crater 200 km northwest of Kuniyoshi crater has radial alignments that appear to be rays, and yet its morphology is less crisp than, or at most as fresh as, that of Kuniyoshi (Figure 2c). Its rays reach a distance from the crater that is less than the radius of the high-albedo material surrounding Kuniyoshi, so if present to that distance around Kuniyoshi, rays would not be visible against the bright material. A young age for Kuniyoshi is supported by the very low density of impact craters superposed on its ejecta blanket: only 15 craters, all <1 km diameter, are visible over an area 1581 km² (Figure 2b). Their morphology suggests that six of these are secondaries (red in Figure 2b) and given the high proportion of secondaries in the small crater population of Mercury relative to other planets, it is probable several of the remaining craters are as well. On the basis of this sparsity of superposed craters, the freshness of the host crater’s morphology, and the possible presence of rays, we date this crater to the Kuiperian, most probably to its earliest part. Two pits a few kilometers apart incise the crater’s northern terraces and rim, and are surrounded by a relatively bright and red deposit. These indicate that explosive volcanism occurred here after the crater’s formation, and hence in the Kuiperian Period.

Interestingly, this crater lies adjacent to a 410 km long region with numerous pits crosscutting and bright deposits overlying, Tolstojan- (4.0–3.9 Ga [Spudis and Guest, 1988]) to Mansurian-age impact craters (Figure 2a). The morphology of these pits is not appreciably more subdued than those within Kuniyoshi (Figure 2d), so explosive activity in this entire region may have been equally recent.

Figure 1. A small, fresh late Mansurian crater with associated relatively bright and red deposits (67.9°W, 8.4°N). (a) Color composite showing a surrounding spectral anomaly centered at the northern rim of the crater and superposition by a bright ray from Hokusai crater to the northeast. (Images EW0241501576I, EW0241501568G, and EW0241501572F, with panchromatic sharpening using image EW0223917664G); (b) higher-resolution monochrome image with white arrow indicating a large pit in the northern rim of the crater (image EN0239206510M); (c) areas sampled to derive model ages through crater counting outlined in blue, superposed impact craters: yellow circles (image EN0239206510M and EN0239206492M); (d) crater size-frequency distribution within the counting areas outlined in (c) indicating a maximum age for volcanic activity of ~1.7 Ga. (Image credit: NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Institution of Washington.)
The above evidence indicates that explosive volcanic activity occurred on Mercury until the Kuiperian. While the evidence for a young age is most conclusive at these two locations, they are not unique: pyroclastic deposits occur in other young craters and the morphology of the associated pits in some older craters is distinctly more crisp than that of the host crater, indicating a considerably younger but, as yet, unquantifiable age. The freshest (least degraded) internal vent morphology yet documented is inside the four youngest vents within the RS-03 compound vent in the southwest of the Caloris basin [Rothery et al., 2014].

3.2. Evidence for the Duration of Explosive Volcanic Activity

Additionally, we have found evidence for explosive volcanism as early as the Calorian Period (3.9–3.5 Ga). At five locations where pyroclastic deposits were sufficiently thick to be good candidates for dating in this way, we obtained model ages from 3.9 (±0.1) to 3.3 Ga (+0.1/−0.2) (Table 1). Below we present the evidence for the oldest and youngest of these ages in further detail.

3.2.1. Pit Annular to a Crater Central Peak (AP2)

At this location an endogenic pit (which apparently acted as a volcanic vent) has formed around the central structure of a very old, degraded impact crater (Figure S2). This pit is surrounded by deposits with the relatively bright and red spectrum characteristic of Mercury’s pyroclastic deposits.

Fitting an NPF isochron to the cumulative density plot of 1.2 to 2 km diameter craters around the pit gives a model age of 3.9 Ga (+0.0/−0.1) (Figure S3a). We interpret this as the age of the pyroclastic deposit rather than of the floor of the crater because the pyroclastic deposit appears to be up to 360 m thick here (Figure S4). This is sufficiently thick to erase the record of craters in the 1.2–2 km range. Fitting craters of all diameters to
crystallization can lead to volatile oversaturation in the remaining melt if magma rise is so inhibited that a dike stalls below the surface, a magma chamber may form. Here, before eruption, promoting intermittent explosive strombolian eruption magma ascent. Slow magma ascent allows exsolution of dissolved volatiles and coalescence of bubbles.

2012, and thickening of the lithosphere due to planetary cooling. Both these conditions would impede voluminous lava eruption formed expansive volcanic plains. In addition to re-in the crust through time, e.g., due to the development of compressional stress, as indicated by pervasive production due to secular cooling, it is probable that this change in eruptive style was favored by changes in the crust through time, e.g., due to the development of compressional stress, as indicated by pervasive fault-related landforms across the planet that date from shortly after 3.8 Ga [Strom et al., 1975; Watters et al., 2012], and thickening of the lithosphere due to planetary cooling. Both these conditions would impede magma ascent. Slow magma ascent allows exsolution of dissolved volatiles and coalescence of bubbles before eruption, promoting intermittent explosive strombolian eruption [Wilson and Head, 1981]. Further, if magma rise is so inhibited that a dike stalls below the surface, a magma chamber may form. Here, crystallization can lead to volatile oversaturation in the remaining melt [Tait et al., 1989; Parfitt et al., 1993].

the MPF with a main belt asteroid (MBA) flux and modeling the impacted surface as a cohesive soil with a strength of \(1 \times 10^6 \text{ dyne/cm}^2\), gives a model age of 3.7 Ga (±0.0) (Figure S3b). Because a resurfacing correction [Michael and Neukum, 2010] cannot be applied to the MPF, this fit includes a single large crater at the outer margin of the deposit. This crater may have formed prior to the pyroclastic activity, in which case its inclusion will have inflated the MPF age. We have obtained very similar model ages for a smooth effusive volcanic plain 140 km to the east: a NPF model age of 3.8 Ga (±0.0) and a MPF model age of 3.6 Ga (±0.0) (using a cohesive soil scaling law, MBA-like flux, and a strength of \(1 \times 10^6 \text{ dyne/cm}^2\)) (Figure S3). Thus, although the MPF gives a younger model age than the NPF, as noted elsewhere [Massironi et al., 2009], both indicate that explosive volcanism was approximately contemporaneous with large-scale effusive volcanism in this region. An underabundance of smaller craters (<1.15 km diameter) causes a step in the cumulative crater density curve at small crater sizes, which may indicate more recent deposition of a thinner deposit [Michael and Neukum, 2010]. This younger population of superposed craters is also apparent in a differential plot (Figure S5).

This resurfacing event has a NPF model age of 3.6 Ga (±0.1), and the size range of the craters affected indicates the younger layer is 59–62 m thick.

3.2.2. North of Rachmaninoff Basin (N Rachmaninoff)

This is a large (~33 km radius) pit 360 km north of the center of the Rachmaninoff impact basin (Figure S6). The pit has an irregular outline and lacks an ejecta blanket or terraces, so we regard it as endogenic. It is surrounded by a deposit that clearly overlies impact craters on the continuous ejecta blanket of the Rachmaninoff basin (white arrows in Figure S6c), indicating that it post-dates Rachmaninoff. The deposit is thick to the south and west of the pit, obscuring the walls and floors of large craters, but appears thinner to the north of the pit (Figure S8). We interpret the deposit as pyroclastic on the basis of its association with the pit, the bright and red spectral signature of the surface, and the diffuse margins of the overall spectral anomaly. The high relief in the south and west suggests deposition by flow here. In the absence of a nearby impact crater that could have generated this material by impact melting (Figure S6b), we suggest that this was clastogenic flow resulting from a high-flux pyroclastic eruption. The cumulative density of larger craters (1.2–2 km diameter) in the circum-pit area indicates a NPF model age of 3.6 Ga (±0.1), and a step in the cumulative plot at smaller crater sizes (0.6–1.1 km) suggests resurfacing dating to 3.3 Ga (+0.1/–0.2) by a layer of 57–62 m thick (Figure S7). Because the larger craters occur in the north and east, where the deposits appear thinner, it is probable that the density of large craters indicates the model age of the underlying surface, whereas the model age of 3.3 Ga dates the pyroclastic activity.

The evidence above demonstrates that thick, large-scale pyroclastic deposits were deposited on Mercury during and up to ~400 million years after the period of widespread plains-forming effusive volcanism. The evidence for two periods of activity at AP2 is consistent with earlier work [Rothery et al., 2014], showing that explosive volcanic vents on Mercury can have a prolonged eruptive history.

4. Discussion

Our results indicate a long history of volcanism on Mercury, with effusive volcanism from ~4.1 Ga [Marchi et al., 2013] and explosive volcanism continuing until as little as a billion years ago. This reinforces the necessity of incorporating long-lived volcanism into models of the thermo-chemical evolution of the planet [e.g., Grott et al., 2011; Michel et al., 2013; Tosi et al., 2013], even if the age of possible young lava deposits [Prockter et al., 2010] is revised upward. Because dating craters that predate pyroclastic vents and deposits gives only a maximum age for the volcanic activity, our results do not allow us to calculate the volume of late-stage explosive volcanism. However, we do find that pyroclastic activity continued until long after the period when voluminous lava eruption formed expansive volcanic plains. In addition to reflecting a decrease in melt production due to secular cooling, it is probable that this change in eruptive style was favored by changes in the crust through time, e.g., due to the development of compressional stress, as indicated by pervasive fault-related landforms across the planet that date from shortly after 3.8 Ga [Strom et al., 1975; Watters et al., 2012], and thickening of the lithosphere due to planetary cooling. Both these conditions would impede magma ascent. Slow magma ascent allows exsolution of dissolved volatiles and coalescence of bubbles before eruption, promoting intermittent explosive strombolian eruption [Wilson and Head, 1981]. Further, if magma rise is so inhibited that a dike stalls below the surface, a magma chamber may form. Here, crystallization can lead to volatile oversaturation in the remaining melt [Tait et al., 1989; Parfitt et al., 1993].
and these volatiles can exsolve in the low-pressure, near-surface environment. The resultant overpressure can trigger the propagation of dikes to the surface in an explosive eruption [Head et al., 2002], particularly if, as is the case under impact craters on Mercury (R. J. Thomas et al., Mechanisms of explosive volcanism on Mercury: Implications from its global distribution and morphology, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2014), there are preexisting fractures in the overlying crust. Thus, it is to be expected that as magma ascent became impeded late in the planet’s history, the volatile content in erupting magmas became elevated and the eruptions more explosive.

A further implication of our findings is that the longevity of volcanism on Mercury is similar to that on the Moon, but that the style of late volcanism differed on the two planets. On the Moon, lava surfaces have been dated to 1.2 Ga [Hiesinger, 2003] or even to 0.8 Ga [Huang et al., 2011]. Pyroclastic deposits have proved difficult to date by crater-counting because their unconsolidated nature leads to rapid degradation of small superposed impact craters [Lucchitta and Sanchez, 1975]. However, stratigraphic relationships in most cases indicate a maximum Late Imbrian (3.2 to 3.7 Ga) age [e.g., Head and Wilson, 1979; Hiesinger et al., 2000; Whitford-Stark and Head, 2000] and young (<1 Ga) explosive volcanism has only been proposed at one location on this basis [Spudis, 1989]. Conversely, although we have shown that pyroclastic activity was very long-lived on Mercury, late effusive volcanism is as yet unproven. A young (~1 Ga) age proposed for smooth plains within Rachmaninoff basin [Prockter et al., 2010] is currently being revised on the basis of the higher number of craters visible in higher resolution images [Chapman et al., 2012] and no other lava surface has been dated to younger than 3.55 Ga.

Late effusive volcanism on the Moon is thought to have been enabled both by a concentration of heat-producing elements in the western nearside lunar crust [Jolliff et al., 2000] and by extension at the margins of large impact basins due to flexural loading [Head and Wilson, 1999; McGovern and Litherland, 2011]. As the loading is a result of the accumulation of thick, dense lavas in basins because the low density of the lunar primary crust prevented eruption in other regions with higher elevations and a greater crustal thickness, both of these factors are a result of compositional variations in the Moon’s crust. Mercury’s crust does not appear to have such extreme spatial variations in composition [Nittler et al., 2011], so neither the stress-regime nor crustal heating would be expected to facilitate effusive volcanism to such a degree on Mercury late in its history. If the two bodies had a similar duration of volcanism despite their different composition, internal structure and geological history, this may indicate that similar mechanisms, such as insulation by a megaregolith [Ziethe et al., 2009; Grott et al., 2011], allowed a long duration of magma production, but that differing physical conditions in their respective crusts led to differing styles of late volcanism.

Compositional differences in the magma may also have led to greater explosivity on Mercury. In particular, it is possible that Mercury’s magma had a higher volatile content than lunar magma. This would explain the large size of pyroclastic deposits on Mercury relative to those on the Moon [Kerber et al., 2011] even without concentration of volatiles at shallow depths before eruption. Lacking, as we do, samples of the products of Hermean volcanism, this possibility is difficult to assess. However, future spectral analyses using data gathered by MESSENGER and the forthcoming BepiColombo mission [Benkhoff et al., 2010] may lead to valuable insights into the composition of both effusive and pyroclastic deposits on Mercury.
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